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Answer the questions using your own words:

 

00:50 Where is Eleanor, exactly?_______________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

1:05 Why doesn’t she remember how she died?______________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

3:33 How is The Good Place divided?__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

4:40 How do they know if someone is good?__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

5:00 Write 3 examples of good actions and 3 examples of bad actions from the white

screen.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

5:28 Who comes to The Good Place?__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

9:15 Why is Eleanor apprehensive?____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

10:10 Why can’t people she curse? ____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

10:23 What did Eleanor do for a living on Earth?______________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

11:25 Who is Janet? ____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

12:08 Describe the sound of the bad place.___________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

13:40 Why is Jianyu silent? _____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

15:40 Why is Michael happily celebrating?_____________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

20:25 Describe the mess outside. _____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

22:05 What is Eleanor’s idea to solve her problem and stay in The Good Place? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Answer Key:
 
00: 50 Where is Eleanor, exactly? She is dead, in the next phase of her existence in
the universe.
 

1:05 Why doesn’t she remember how she died? Because in case of traumatic or
embarrassing deaths people’s memories are erased. 
 

3:33 How is The Good Place divided? It is divided into neighborhoods with 322 people
in each, who are chosen to live in harmony.
 

4:40 How do they know if someone is good? Depending on the value of your actions.
 

5:00 Write 3 examples of good actions and 3 examples of bad actions from the white
screen. Personal.
 

5:28 Who comes to The Good Place? Only people with the highest scores.
 

8:00 Who is Chidi? Eleanor’s soulmate.
 

9:15 Why is Eleanor apprehensive? Because there have been a mistake and she
thinks she shouldn’t be at The Good Place.
 

10:10 Why can’t people she curse? Because people in the neighborhood don’t like
the habit it is prohibited to curse in The Good Place. 
 

10:23 What did Eleanor do for a living on Earth? She used to sell fake medication to
sick old people.
 

11:25 Who is Janet? She is the information assistant in The Good Place.
 

12:08 Describe the sound of the bad place. Personal.
 

13:40 Why is Jianyu silent? Because he is budist monk who obeys a strict code of
silence.
 

15:40 Why is Michael happily celebrating? Because this is the first neighborhood he
has ever designed, as his first solo project. 
 

20:25 Describe the mess outside. Personal answer.
 

22:05 What is Eleanor’s idea to solve her problem and stay in The Good Place? She wants
Chidi to teach her how to be a good person.   


